Practice for the Interview

If you are selected for the interview round, congratulations! Out of hundreds of applications, we anticipate interviewing about 200 individuals. The interviews will be used to select approximately 77 Master’s finalists, nearly 15 Master’s alternates, 3 Doctoral finalists and 2 Doctoral alternates. The interview stage is very important!

- The best way to prepare for an interview is to practice being interviewed by a friend, co-worker or family member.
- Practice answering questions about what you want to study, why you are interested in your field of study and what you hope to accomplish after your degree is completed.
- Go over your application essays and your C.V. the day before your interview. Be prepared to answer questions from these materials.
- Get a good night’s sleep and arrive early on the day of your interview.
- Review the following tips:

  http://www.ehow.com/how_2126254_prepare-college-scholarship-interview.html

  http://www.competitiveedgevietnam.com/academic-edge/preparing-for-a-scholarship-interview/

  http://jobsearchtech.about.com/od/gettingthejob/a/Interviewing_2.htm